MINUTES OF MEETING OF THE CRICKET AFFAIRS COMMITTEE OF DELHI & DISTRICT CRICKET
ASSOCIATION HELD ON SEPTEMBER 16, 2017 AT FEROZESHAH KOTLA STADIUM CONFERENCE
HALL

Time of the commencement of the meeting: - 12:00 NOON
Time of the conclusion of the meeting: - 12:30 PM
List of the Members who attended the Meeting: a. Shri Madan Lal, Chairman, Cricket Affairs Committee, DDCA
b. Shri Sunil Valson, Member, Cricket Affairs Committee DDCA
c. Shri G. S. Vivek, Member, Cricket Affairs Committee DDCA
d. Smt. Amita Sharma, Member, Cricket Affairs Committee DDCA
1) The Cricket Affairs Committee deliberated on the email received by the manager of under-19 team
stating that the physio Mr Santosh Jha hasn’t reported yet. The CAC felt a clear communication from the
DDCA must be sent to him, either through email or a call, to get the exact status of his availability.
Further, if there is no response from Mr Jha till Wednesday or he cannot join the team by this week, CAC
decided it is best to appoint Mr Gajendar as the physio.
2) The CAC decided to reiterate that except coaches of senior team (men and women), all age group
coaches will not part of selection committee meetings henceforth--- either short-listing or final squad.
An advance notice has to be sent to CAC and/or Lead Administrator’s office and a representative will be
present with them as an observer. However, the coaches of respective teams can provide their inputs to
the selectors prior to the meeting.
3) The CAC was apprised by the Lead Administrator regarding the ‘ineligibility’ of Ms Neeraj Kapoor, who
was appointed as manager of Senior women’s team. The committee decided to upgrade Ms Sushma
Chaudhary as the manager of senior team and appoint Ms Meenakshi Gupta as the under-19 team
manager.
4) CAC was also apprised of certain objections regarding Ms Deepti Dhyani and Ms Asha Rawat playing
some unauthorized cricket tournaments. The CAC felt since there is no objection from BCCI on that
respect, and the response sought from Ms Rawat and Ms Dhyani was satisfactory, the CAC decided the
close the matter.
5) A clarification was sought by chairman of Delhi senior selection committee Mr Atul Wassan regarding
the availability of some under-19 cricketers to be picked for Ranji side. This was in the view that under19 world cup is scheduled early next year, and the players should not miss out on a chance to play the
world cup if they don’t play under-19 age group to technically qualify. The CAC decided that since it is a
very important and sensitive issue, it was best that Mr Sunil Valson speak to chairman of junior national
selectors Venkatesh Prasad and coach Mr Rahul Dravid to seek clarity of rules, and revert to Mr Wassan
on the same.
6) DDCA will be hosting the T20 against NZ and a Test against SL, forcing DDCA to shift two of its home
match to another venue. The CAC decided to ask the team coach Mr KP Bhaskar to shortlist alternate
venues, and send the curator to seek a detailed report on the ground conditions.

7) The CAC felt that open trials/camp for Delhi under-14 and Girls under-19 should commence from
October 6 or earlier, since their respective tournaments begin in November, providing them sufficient
preparation time.

